AIMLESS LOVE

John Prine

A                                D
HE'S JUST A SMALL FRY. A BIT TOO GUN SHY.
A                        E
TO HAVE HIS HEART TOUCHED WITHOUT A GLOVE
A                                D
HE LOOKS AT STRANGERS AS POTENTIAL DANGERS
A                        E      A
TRYING TO STEAL HIS AIMLESS LOVE.

D                                A
LOVE HAS NO MIND. IT CAN'T SPELL UNKIND.
E
IT'S NEVER SEEN A HEART SHAPED LIKE A VALENTINE
A                                D
FOR IF LOVE KNEW HIM. IT'D WALK UP TO HIM
A                        E      A
AND INTRODUCE HIM TO AN AIMLESS LOVE

A                                D
I BEEN OUT WALKING. KINDA PILLOW TALKING
A                        E
TO ANYONE THAT HAS THE TIME FOR ME
A                                D
FOR THERE ARE SOME FOLKS THEY THINK THAT LOVE CHOKEs.
A                        E      A
IT TIES AND KEEPS THEM FROM BEING FREE

D                                A
LOVE HAS NO MIND. IT CAN'T SPELL UNKIND
E
IT'S NEVER SEEN A HEART SHAPED LIKE A VALENTINE
A                                D
FOR IF LOVE KNEW YOU. IT'D WALK UP TO YOU
A                        E      A
AND INTRODUCE YOU TO AN AIMLESS LOVE

Instrumental:   A D A E

DO YOU LOOK AT STRANGERS AS POTENTIAL DANGERS

TRYING TO STEAL YOUR AIMLESS LOVE.

LOVE HAS NO MIND. IT CAN'T SPELL UNKIND

IT'S NEVER SEEN A HEART SHAPED LIKE A VALENTINE

FOR IF LOVE KNEW YOU. IT'D WALK UP TO YOU

AND INTRODUCE YOU TO AN AIMLESS LOVE  AND INTRODUCE YOU TO AN AIMLESS LOVE
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